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ABSTRACT 

The inferences of this present work showcase the importance of authentication in Bluetooth. Bluetooth (IEEE 

802.15.1) is a multi-communicator link that links network devices over distances typically up to 100 meters and exchange 

voice, data, photos, video and other information between paired devices. In a Personal Area Network for example the 

Computer is connected to the mouse, printer and keyboard via cables. The networked nature of devices creates dangers 

from a forensic standpoint. Bluetooth solves the end-user problems by replacing the cables with radio waves. Bluetooth 

communication does not require Line-of-Sight (LOS) as the signal is omnidirectional. This technology has importance as 

the devices which communicate are carried in pockets, bags, etc., which have no line of sight restrictions. In future 

Bluetooth modems can be envisioned to connect phones to the Internet through public access points. Key problem is to 

ensure the security of key exchange and Authentication. Authentication includes Pre-Authentication depending on the type 

of message transfer. Authentication is needed to prove the identities of one piconet to the other. Messages are categorized 

as confidential and non-confidential messages. Confidential messages are pre-authenticated by using Stronger Encryption 

techniques which use Hadamard Pattern for authentication. This work presents a secure authentication mechanism for 

protecting the communication between anonymous Bluetooth peers using Hadamard’ s Pre-Authenticated - Secured 

Access Algorithm (HPA-SA). By increasing the complexity of key generation security is improved. 

 

Keywords: security, ad-hoc, low power, unlicensed band, pre- authentication, encryption, key management, confidential, pairing, 

global, hadamard pattern, decryption. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Bluetooth [1] operates in the globally available 

unlicensed 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical 

(ISM) band - the “free band” which is used by cordless 

phones, Wi-Fi and Microwaves for industrial scientific 

and medicinal purposes. Almost every mobile and our day 

to day application like car, mobile have Bluetooth in it.  

Devices are connected and information is exchanged by 

pairing. There are also reported instances of making the 

system inoperable by sending virus along with data. 

Security is ensured in Bluetooth by performing 

authentication, authorization, integrity  and confidentiality 

checks. Inspite of the security checks there are recorded 

instances of reported vulnerabilities in Bluetooth.   

Nowadays with the advent of Internet-of-Things 

it is possible to track an asset using Bluetooth. If 

Authentication and encryption is not done it is possible for 

an attacker to impersonate and get hold of the information. 

In an airport lounge a person wants to read his E-Mail, 

access his files and print using his Bluetooth enabled 

Laptop. An attacker can eavesdrop and hack the message 

during pairing. With a Bluetooth connection, a laptop user 

can direct a cell phone to establish a connection to the 

Internet. Bluetooth is by design a peer-to-peer network 

technology that lacks centralized administration and 

security enforcement infrastructure. Gap exists between 

usability and security in Bluetooth which needs to be 

bridged. Bluetooth is used   to link the devices   on the 

road, office or at home.  

The Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) at 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

recently issued their guidelines in the Special Publication 

(SP) 121, Revision 1, and also in the Guide to Bluetooth 

Security: Recommendations of the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology, to help organizations   protect 

their Bluetooth devices from security threats and 

vulnerabilities.  Since the publication of the original 

version, many changes and improvements in Bluetooth 

technology have been implemented in commercial 

devices. With new advancements, new threats and 

vulnerabilities has increased in the information systems.  

Bluetooth piconets are often established on a 

temporary and changing basis. This allows for 

communication flexibility and scalability between mobile 

devices, and for easy file sharing and synchronization of 

information between Bluetooth devices. In addition, 

designers have implemented Bluetooth using a wide 

variety of chipsets, devices, and operating systems. 

Because of these complexities, Bluetooth is particularly 

susceptible to a diverse set of security vulnerabilities. 

Publicly documented Bluetooth attacks involve identity 

detection, location tracking, denial of service, 

unauthorized control and access of data and   unauthorized 

device control.  
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The website 

http://www.bluetooth.com/Bluetooth/Learn/Security 

contains a general discussion of Bluetooth security and 

vulnerabilities, and http://www.trifinite.org contains 

detailed description of Bluetooth attacks.  

Basically Bluetooth connections are secured by 

using long randomly generated passkeys. The strength of 

Bluetooth security relies primarily on the length and 

randomness of the passkey used for Bluetooth pairing, 

during which devices mutually authenticate each other for 

the first time and set up a link key for future authentication 

and encryption. Other issues related to Bluetooth security 

are discoverability and connectivity settings.   

The proposed algorithm Hadamard's Pre- 

Authenticated - Secured Access Algorithm (HPA-SA) is 

based on Hadamard pattern orthogonality function. In this 

approach during the pre-authentication phase, connection 

between two devices is established to generate a common 

secret pattern as a prerequisite using hadamard's 

orthogonality function which is exchanged between 

devices for subsequent authentication. This makes 

communication secure against passive attacks on the 

privileged side channel and also from the vulnerable   

wireless link attacks. 

This work is organized as follows: 

Section 2 provides a literature review of the 

existing security measures   available in Bluetooth. Section 

3 provides the topology. Section 4 provides an overview 

of the proposed security framework. Section 5 elucidates 

HPA-SA algorithm implementation .Section 6 illustrates a 

pictorial view of the implementation. Section 7 interprets   

the Simulation and Experimental results in different 

scenarios. Section 8 highlights the significance of HPA-

SA algorithm. Section 9 provides the   conclusion and 

ideas for   innovative extensions in future work. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Security experts have analyzed and carried out 

research in the security architecture of Bluetooth. Major   

commendable research work is referred in [6] and [8]. 

Different techniques used for device pairing in wireless 

network was compared by the authors   in [8].They have 

also provided comparative results of their findings on 

security protocols.Auxiliary channels (“constrained 

channels” [18] and “location-limited channels” [12]) were 

used for authentication between two (or multiple) devices. 

Specific channels are video by using mobile phone 

cameras , face matching [20], audio by relying on ambient 

audio [21], comparing spoken sentences [22] or MIDI 

tunes [23], motion by common movement [24, 25]. 

Location based authentication was done in [33]  depending 

on the frequency of visit of a person to a particular 

location .Improperly secured Bluetooth implementations 

provide attackers with unauthorized access to sensitive 

information and usage of Bluetooth devices or networks to 

which the devices are connected [9]. Different 

cryptographic protocols for multi-channel authentication 

have been proposed in [10-17], most of them have been 

developed for the purpose of secure authentication 

between devices, users and services, good summary of the 

most important protocol proposals can be found in [19].  

Cryptographic protocols have been developed to exploit 

their diverse characteristics and detailed security analysis   

needs to be done for each of them. 

 

3. BLUETOOTH TOPOLOGY 

Bluetooth connects heterogeneous devices using 

Star Topology. The device that initiates the connection 

becomes the “Master” and the one that gets the 

information is called the “Slave”. Communication occurs 

between the slave and   the Master. One Master and upto 

seven   slaves form a Piconet that is why the required 

address space is limited to 3. Bluetooth   consists of both 

Hardware and Software. Hardware is used to link the 

devices using RF and software is used by the Bluetooth 

devices to discover each other and initiate connection via 

inquiry and paging. A Master can become a slave in 

another Piconet using Time Division Multiplexing 

whereas a Master cannot become another Master in a 

different Piconet. If more devices are added to the Piconet 

the throughput decreases. Connected piconets are referred 

to as “Scatternet”. All the devices in the Piconet are 

synchronized to the Master’s clock and the hopping 
sequence. The hopping sequence is determined using the 

48 bit Bluetooth Device Address .To avoid interference 

the Piconets have a unique hopping sequence. Since 

Bluetooth operates in the unlicensed band in which other 

devices like microwave ovens, cordless phones etc., also 

operate so interference is more likely to occur. To prevent 

interference Bluetooth uses Frequency Hopping Spread 

Spectrum (FHSS).  

The Bluetooth protocol stack comprises of the   

Controller part and a Host part. The Controller part 

comprises of the Bluetooth Radio, Baseband Layer   and 

the Link Manager Protocol which forms the hardware. 

Host deals with high level data, and is usually built in 

software. Between the Host and the Controller there is a 

Host/Controller Interface.  

The Radio layer specifies the air interface details 

like transmit power, frequency and Modulation. The range 

of communication can be increased from 10 to 100m by 

increasing the transmit power. The Baseband layer enables   

the physical links between the devices and defines 

synchronous data packets for voice transfer and 

asynchronous data packets for data transfer. The Link 

layer sets up and controls the link characteristics such as 

transmit power, QoS   , level of security etc., between the 

Bluetooth devices. This layer measures the received signal 

strength of the received packets and is also responsible for 

generating and exchanging the keys needed for 

Authentication and Encryption.  

 

4. PROPOSED SECURITY FRAMEWORK 

Key management is left to the software layers. 

Authentication and Privacy is maintained by the Bluetooth 

Physical layer and the software protocol layer. 
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Authentication involves Initialization, Pre-authentication, 

Key Generation and Key Verification. Keys are generated 

for Authentication and Encryption. 

 

Hadamard transform for secure access 

Properties of Hadamard matrices such as 

orthogonal, symmetric and self-inverting nature make 

them useful for data encryption [28], signal processing 

[29], data compression algorithms [30], randomness 

measures [31] and so on. Efficient security algorithms can 

be designed using the Binary nature of elements in basis 

vectors [27]. Hadamard transform Ha is a 2
a
 × 2

a
 matrix 

that transforms 2
a
 real numbers xn into 2

a
 real numbers Xk. 

The Hadamard transform can be defined in two ways:  

recursively, or by using the binary (base-2) representation 

of the indices n and k. Recursively, the Hadamard 

transform Ha for a > 0 is defined by: 

  = √ ��−1��−1��−1 −��−1   =    ⊗ −     (1) 

 

where the 1/√2 is a normalization that is sometimes 
omitted.  

 

5. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: HADAMARD’s PRE-

AUTHENTICATED CHANNEL - SECURED 

ACCESS ALGORITHM (HPA-SA) 

Based on the application scenario, the proposed 

algorithm supports different modes of operation depending 

on the type of data that needs to be transmitted via the 

channel. The data communicated is categorized as secured 

and common depending on whether the message is 

confidential or not. 

Secured Data Transmission (SDT): This is 

applicable for unicast and multicast messages where 

confidentiality is required. In the Proposed algorithm   pre-

authentication is done to ensure secured data transmission. 

Common Data Transmission (CDT):  This is 

applicable for broadcast messages where pre-

authentication is not required. 

 Proposed algorithm for secured communication 

involves the following phases: 

 

 Initialization 

 Pre-Authentication  

 Authentication and authorization 

o Key Generation 

o Key Verification 

 Data confidentiality 

o Encryption  

o Decryption 

 

Parameters �  Public Key       Master Id 

N Piconet (collection of Bluetooth nodes), i  N   � ℎ Node name ℎ � ℎ Node header data      � ℎ Node ID 

 � ℎ Node IP address      � ℎ Node raw data 

 � ℎ Node message               � ℎ Node key ℎ Slave node - header data      Slave node - key   

 Slave node - IP address      Slave node - ID  

 Slave node - raw data       Slave node - message  

 Master node - name     ℎ  Master node - header data 

 Master node - IP address      Master node - ID  

 Master node - raw data       Master node - message  

 Master node - key      Attacker node - ID 

 Slave node - name        Slave PN Sequence 

 Master node - Private key      Slave node - Private key  

 Slave node - Final key      Master node - Final key �  Attacker node - Private key    �  Attacker node - Final key    Decryption key        Malware protection key 

  Temporary variable     ,   Temporary variable1 & 2 at master   
 Master PN Sequence                                                                    Received Slave Final key            

 Generated Master Final key                                                         Malware Protection key 

 

Functional notations fd  →  converts a nonnegative integer decimal D⃗⃗  to a 

binary matrix B. Each row of the binary matrix B 

corresponds to one element of D⃗⃗ . 
f →  returns an array containing integer values drawn 

from the discrete uniform distribution on I x and I . f  → reads a grayscale or color image from the image file 

specified by the string ӻ . 
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f   → loads data from file A into workspace or data from 

an ASCII file A into a double-precision array. � → returns the bitwise XOR of arguments �  ,   �  ,   

 

Initialization 

The master node in the piconet creates station ids 

for legal slave nodes ( ). This station id ( ) is 

configured in all legal slave nodes. All legal slave nodes 

receive control messages from the master node (assuming 

a possibility of having multiple master nodes in a 

scatternet). The control messages contain master node 

information like public key(�  ), Network id/BSS etc. The 

slave initiates a pre-authentication process with the 

following parameters initialized 

(N,� , , ,  ,  ). The first process is to ���(� , ) to generate a 32-bit temporary key .   

 

 = (�   ⊗  )       (2) 

[32-bit, 32-bit]  

 

Algorithm: Nodes and parameter initialization  

Input : Number of nodes N, nodes   locations 

in 2-D plane N(X, Y) = ( , ), ( , ), . . . , ( , ). 

Output : Master and Slave Nodes are initialized 

in a 2-D plane dimension with initial set of parameters 

N;  ; �; � = 128; � = 6 ; � =32; � =37; � =5; ȁ = ; � = ; � = ;  = 10;  

Ĵ = 16; xd ;yd ; ξ ; λ  ; λ  ; δ ȥu =′ unicast′;  δ ȥu =′ broadcast′; A =′ datafile. txt′ � =  , � , � ; 

for i = 1 : N  N = null; N d= 0; N  = 0;  N = ; N = null;  N =null; N = ; 
end 

% Node deployment in a 2-D plane location  

% N(X,Y) = ( , ), ( , ). . . ( , ) 

N(i).x = ѵ  * ; N(i).y = ѵ  * ;  

0.25 ≤ ѵ ≤ 0.75 

% Initialize Master node 

 ← � ;    ← �  ; 
% Initialize Slave nodes 

for i=1: N-1 

 ←  0; 
end 

% initializing unique ids to Slave nodes 

m ← 1; 
for i = 1 : N  

if  ~= �  

 ← � ; 

← ( (m),� ); 

m ← m+1; 
end  

end  

% Assume 2 slave nodes – Assign inputs to the slave 

nodes ℎ  ←  � ȥ ;   ←  ӻ ; ℎ  ←  � ȥ ; 

      ←  A; ← A ; 
% Generate 32 bit of Slave Station id and Public key 

 ←  (1:32); �     ←  �(1:32); 

% Generate 32-bit Slave temporary key    ← � (� , ); 

 

Pre-Authentication 

After initializing with the required parameters, 

pre-authentication is triggered. The 32-bit temporary key   

( ) generated by legal slave is given as the input to 

Hadamard Code pattern ℎ  process (32 X 32 Hadamard 

matrix pattern), that dynamically picks a Slave Hadamard 

pattern ( ℎ  from a random rowed ( ) and the generated 

pattern ( ℎ , ) is sent through the channel. Master 

receives the slave Hadamard pattern and the selected row 

ID from the slave ( ℎ , ) and initiates the pre-

authentication validation process for all its legal slaves, 

generating a master temporary key ( ) by XOR ing its 

public key (� ) with its � ℎ slave node id ). 

 

=(�   ⊗  )                     (3) 

[32-bit, 32-bit] 

 

Using the master temporary key ( ) generated 

for � ℎ slave node id ), Hadamard pattern for the 

master ℎ ) is derived for the row (r). Thus Hadamard 

code pattern process for the master ℎ ) is generated for 

the selected row ( , . In the pattern verification process 

the master Hadamard pattern ( ℎ  is compared with the 

slave Hadamard pattern ( ℎ ), for the legal � ℎ slave 

resulting in successful pre-authentication. Each legal slave 

is pre-authenticated by the master and the devices are 

paired successfully. Our improved robust pairing protocol 

proves to be efficient, user-friendly and it solves critical 

security problems of Bluetooth by sharing the pattern 

information rather than exchanging the key. Pre-

Authentication using Hadamard Code Pattern generation 

process is represented in the Figure-1. 
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Figure-1. Pre-Authentication using Hadamard Code Pattern generation process. 

 

Algorithm: Channel Pre-Authentication process  

 

Functional notations ℎ  → horizontal concatenation of matrices    

→ creates a large matrix tiling of copies of S  � → returns the bitwise XOR of arguments �  ,   �  ,   

→ converts   binary vectors to decimal value  ℎ → Hadamard matrix. 
 → returns the length of the vector 

for i = 1 : N  

if ≠ �  

C ← ℎ; 

% identifying message as to be confidential or non-

confidential 

switch(C) 

case {δ ȥu, δ ȥu} 

% Hadamard process at slave side  

r ← (1 32); 

 ←       → �  �  �  

 ←  (1:32);   →  �  �  �  �   �  ← �  (1:32); 

 ← � (� , ); ℎ  ← ℎ (32,r); 

for l =1:  ( ℎ ) 

for k = 1:  ( ) 

if ℎ (1,l) == k ℎ  (1,l) ← (1,k); 

break; 

end 

end 

end 

% Hadamard process at master side  

 ← ; 

← r; ℎ  ← ℎ (32, ); 

  ← ; 

 ← � (� , ); 

for l =1:  ( ℎ ) 

for k = 1:  ( ) 

if ℎ (1,l) == k ℎ (1,l) ←  (1,k); 

break; 

end 

end 

end 

if ( ℎ  == ℎ ) 

 ('pre-authentication successfull'); 

end 
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Authentication and authorization 

After pre-authentication, the devices have to be 

further authenticated and authorized for service initiation. 

This process comprises of Key-Generation and Key-

Verification stages. Each stage has a unique algorithmic 

structure that makes services flow between devices in a 

sequential phased manner. It helps in quicker 

authentication and authorization with robust security 

structure in WPAN environment. 

 

Key generation  

In the key generation process, the key is 

generated both at the slave side and the master side. 

The following entities referred in Table-1 are 

used for key generation: 

Table-1. Keys used for authentication and encryption. 
 

Entity Key size Description 

BD_ADDR 48 bits Address of the Bluetooth Device 

Node-id 32 bits Master generates a node-id for each slave within the piconet. 

Private user key, 

authentication 
128 bits 

Authentication keys are derived from the master and the 

slave using the node-id of the slave and the pre-

commitments exchanged between the master and the slave. 

Private user key, 

encryption 
8-128 bits 

Using a part of the key used for authentication and a 

malware protection key the   data is encrypted  . 

 

Key Generation - Slave: The Slave id ( ) [16-

bit] and slave pattern ( ℎ ) [16-bit] is concatenated using 

the function horizontal concatenation ( ℎ ) and is stored in 

a slave pattern sequence ( ). 

 =  (  || ℎ )        (4) 

 [16-bit, 16-bit] 

 

The � ℎunique node id ( ) [32-bit] and the 

slave pattern sequence ( ) [32-bit] is concatenated using 

the function horizontal concatenation ( ℎ ) and is stored in 

slave private key ( ). 

 =  (  || )        (5) 

[32-bit, 32-bit] 

 

The slave private key ( ) [32-bit] is repeated 

twice using function repeat ) to generate a of 64-bit. 

  =  (  ,         (6) 

 [64-bit]      [32-bit, 32-bit]  

 

The public key (� ) [64-bit] and slave private key 

( ) [64-bit] is XORed and stored in slave final key( ) 

[128-bit]. 

  =       � ⊗  )        (7) 

[128-bit]  [64-bit, 64-bit] 

 

Key Generation - Master: The slave id ( ) 

and master pattern ( ℎ ) [16-bit] is concatenated using the 

function horizontal concatenation ( ℎ ) and is stored in a 

master pattern sequence ( ). 

 = (  || ℎ )        (8) 

[16-bit, 16-bit] 

 

The � ℎunique node id ( ) [32-bit] and the 

master pattern sequence (  ) [32-bit] is concatenated 

using the function horizontal concatenation ( ℎ ) and is 

stored in master private key ( ). 

  =   (  || )        (9) 

[32-bit, 32-bit] 

 

The master private key ( ) [32-bit] is repeated 

twice using function repeat ) to generate a master 

private key which is 64-bit. 

  =  ( ,         (10) 

[64-bit]        [32-bit, 32-bit]  

 

The public key ( � ) [64-bit] and master private 

key ( )[64-bit] is XOR ed and stored in master final 

key( ) [128-bit]. 

  =        � ⊗  )      (11) 

[128-bit]    [64-bit, 64-bit] 

 

Algorithm: Key generation 

% Key generation at slave side ← ℎ (ȁ: �), (ȁ: �) ;              
  ← ℎ  ( , ); 

  ←  ( , ȁ , Ĵ ); 
   � (�  , ); 
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% Key generation at master side ← ℎ (ȁ: �), (ȁ: �) ;            ← ( ( ), � );   

   ← ℎ  ( , ); 

   ←  ( ,  ,�); 

   ← � (�  , );       

 

Key verification  

The slave final key ( ) is converted from binary 

to decimal using function ( ) and stored in the slave 

final key variable ( ). 

  =        (       (12) 

 

The master final key ( ) is converted from 

binary to decimal using the function ( ) and stored in the 

master final key variable ( ). 

 =       ( )      (13) 

 

Algorithm: Key verification  

% Key Verification at master side 

     ( ); 

  ← ( ); 

if  ==   
 

     "Authorized access by legal Slave - 

Authentication Successful”); 

 else 

               "Unaauthorized access by illegal device - 

Authentication failed”); 

 end 

 

Data confidentiality 

Protection of transmitted data against passive 

eavesdropping and Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks. 

 

Malware Protection Key Generation for Ciphering 

using Hadamard Code Pattern 

Cipher is an algorithm to perform encryption and 

decryption process. In our approach a [64x64] Hadamard 

matrix is generated to draw a 32-bit pattern, r  ← [ , 6 � ]. A 32-bit pattern and row id is given as input 

to Hadamard process and the pattern (� ) is generated � ←  ℎ  (32bit, r). The length of the pattern ( ) is 

calculated using the function ( ) where pattern is 

represented as (��) [32-bit] ,  ←  ( � ). The length of 

the slave final key ( ) [32-bit] is calculated and stored in ←  (  .   

The temporary value of the slave final key ( ) 

[32-bit] is stored in the variable temporary slave key ( ). =         (14) 

[32-bit] 

 

The temporary value of the master final key 

( ) [32-bit] is stored in the variable temporary master 

key ( ). 

 

 =         (15) [32-bit] 

 

Algorithm: Hadamard Code Pattern Generation  

% Hadamard pattern generation 

R  ←   : � ; �   ← ℎ (� , R); 

  ← (� ); ← ( ); 

for ɲ =1:   

for ƙ = 1:  

if � (1, ɲ) == ƙ k (1, ɲ) ← (1,ƙ); k (1, ɲ) ←  (1,ƙ); 
break; 

end 

end 

end 

    ←  (k );   

  ←  (k );   

 

The Malware protection key (  and length and 

breadth of the image is given as the input to key 

generation function and a key is generated. 

 ∀ =  ( , β)                                       (16) 

 where, ∀→ key   β → length and breadth of image file. 

Similarly, Malware duplicate key (   and 

length and breadth of the image is given as input to key 

generation function and a decryption key is generated. 

 

[�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ] = ( , β)                  (17) 

Where, �⃗⃗⃗⃗   key 

 

Algorithm:  Malware Protection Key Generation 

 

Functional notations �  → returns the Size of array 

→ encrypts and decrypts the image file M   ← M ; 
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for i=1:20 

if M  > 1 M   ← M /10; 

end 

if  D  > 1  D   ← D /10; 

end 

end I   ← Ύ ; fd "'Original Image”); 

[  ⃗ ⃗⃗    ⃗] ← �(I ); β ←  ⃗* ⃗⃗  ; 
%Malware key generation for ciphering ∀← (M , β); ← D ; 

[�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]  ( , β); 

  

Encryption 

SDC Information being exchanged between 

Bluetooth devices are encoded in a way that eavesdroppers 

cannot decode its contents.  

 

Data encryption - Slave 

The sensor data (Ύd ) is stored in a data file (D ) 

and a key [�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ] is generated based on the size of the sensor 

data using key generation function, 

 

[�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]= (M , )        (18) 

 

The sensor data (D ) and the key [Kd⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ] is XORed 

and an encrypted data file is created. 

 = fx  (D , [Kd⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ])             (19) 

 

Now the slave will send the encrypted data file to 

the master. 

 

Algorithm: Data encryption 

 

Functional notation   → returns the filename parts such as path, file name, 

and file name extension for the specified file 

→ opens a file for binary read access 

→  reads formatted data from text file or string 

→ compares strings 

→ perform encryption and decryption to the image 
file  → perform encryption and decryption to the data 

file D  ← Ύd ; 

 =  � D ); 

M   M ; 

%Encryption key is generated 

[�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]= (M , ); 

[�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]= ([�⃗⃗⃗⃗ ]); 
for i = 1: S  

 [Kd⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ](i) = f ([Kd⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ](i)*100); 

end 

 % Data file is encoded using the encryption key 

 = fx  (D , [Kd⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ]); 
 

Data verification - Master 

Master validates the file types and permits the 

legal file and rejects the illegal file from the slave. Master 

validates each file types using file parts (  function. 

 

[ ~, ~, ω]  =      )      (20) 

 

particular file extensions are stored in fileID 

  =  (ß∆.txt) where, ß∆ → filetypes   (21) 

 

Read the fileID and store it in file type using text 

scan function and close the fileID 

ß∆ =  (  , s)     

Master analyses the data content transmitted from 

Slave, if Ύ == 0, where Ύ→ file, Master blocks the file 

indicating as threats detected. Whereas, if the file is 

validated as legal file type, then (Ύ (1) ~= 0) would be 
true, Master accepts the legal file content and performs 

decryption over SDT. Master analyses the data content 

from the file and perform encryption and decryption on the 

data file. 

 

( , , Ύ)      (22) 

 

Algorithm: Data verification  

%Slave - Internal Attacker starts transmitting 

corrupt file to the master 

%Data Verification Process - Master analyzes the 

data content transmitted from Slave 

 

[~, ~, ] ← ( ); ë ← ; 

Ύ  0;    �  (Ύ); ß∆  (�, s); % s → string 

(ß∆); ←  ( {1,1}) 

for d = 1:  ( {1,1}) 

if (ë , {1,1}{d,1}) 

Ύ  ; 
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end 

end 

if Ύ == 0 "Threats detected - File blocked”); 

end 

if Ύ (1) ~= 0 "Decrypt the data”); 

end 

Decryption 

 

Data decryption - Master 

Upon successful validation against slave content 

transmitted, master performs decryption process to 

generate the original data. Decryption mechanism is 

triggered   when the master generates a decryption key 

(Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗) using a key generation function (f . 

 

[Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]  =     f  (M , ssi)     (23) 

 

The encrypted data ( ) and the decrypted key 

[Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗] is XORed to generate the decoded/original data. = fx (  , [Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]) →Decoded data  (24) 

[Original data] 

 

Algorithm: Data decryption  M = D ; 

[Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]= f  (M ,ssi); 

[Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]= f d ([Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]); 
for i = 1:ssi 

 [Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗] (i) = f ([Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗] (i)*100); 

end 

 = fx ( ,[Kd⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗]); 
 

6. ILLUSTRATION OF BLUETOOTH PICONET 

SECURITY OPERATION USING HPA-SA 

The Complete HPA-SA algorithmic phases are 

diagrammatically illustrated below in Figure-1: 
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Figure-2. Sequences involved in Pattern Generation using HPA-SA. 
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7. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 

ANALYSIS 

Simulation was developed using MATLAB. A 

piconet with one master and 4 slaves is formed. An 

attacker was introduced in the piconet and the 

corresponding   security issues were analyzed and tested 

using HPA-SA algorithm. Simulation results enunciate 

authentication between the master and the slave with an 

without attacker. For the test instances, an image and a 

sensor data have been chosen to understand the 

probabilistic reception of the data by the slave in the 

specified transmit duration. The transmit configurations as 

named subsequently; can be categorized into broad terms 

as master and slave communication using HPA-SA 

without Attacker, HPA-SA with Attacker. In addition, the 

effect of internal and external attacker on the transmission 

is also illustrated by applying the HPA-SA with Attacker. 

Scenario 1: HPA-SA without Attacker: Master 

pre-authenticates the slave device in Figure 3 depending 

on the type of message and authenticates the slave for 

further data transmission. As designed and theoretically 

observed, it can be inferred that the original image file 

shown in figure 3(a), is encrypted   as shown in figure 3(b) 

and the encoded data is transmitted from the master to the 

slave, which is decrypted by the slave as shown in figure 

3(c) , to retrieve the original  image. In addition, the sensor 

data, was chosen to get tested over the same algorithm and 

the original ,encrypted and decrypted data is shown in 

figure 3(d),3(e),3(f), respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Master pre-authenticates the slave. 

 

 
 

Figure-3(a). Original image. 

 
 

Figure-3(b). Encrypted image. 

 

 
 

Figure-3(c). Decrypted image. 

 

 
 

Figure-3(d). Sensor data sent. 

 

 
 

Figure-3(e). Sensor data encrypted. 
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Figure-3(f). Sensor data decrypted. 

 

Scenario 2: HPA-SA with external attacker: 

The following scenario takes place between master, slave 

and external attacker device. Master pre-authenticates the 

slave device and authenticates for further data 

transmission. An external attacker copies the Hadamard 

pattern, sent through the channel, but fails to pre-

authenticate as a legal slave device with Master in Figure-

4. During the same process, the attacker node using the 

pattern, tries to generate the decryption key to decrypt the 

encoded image in Figure-4b and fails to retrieve the 

original content shown in Figure-4c. In addition, the 

sensor data was chosen to get tested over the same 

algorithm and the original, encrypted and decrypted data is 

shown in Figure-4(d). 4(e), 4(f) respectively. The External 

Attacker fails to retrieve the sensor data. 

 

 
 

Figure-4. Attacker copies the identity of the slave and 

fails to get pre-authenticated by the master. 

 

 
 

Figure-4(a). Original image sent from the master. 

 
 

Figure-4(b). Encrypted image. 

 

 
 

Figure-4(c). Attacker is not able to decrypt the image. 

 

 
 

Figure-4(d). Sensor data sent. 

 

 
 

Figure-4(e). Encrypted data. 
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Figure-4(f). Attacker is not able to decrypt the data. 

 

Scenario 3: HPA-SA with Legal Slave Device 

as an Internal Attacker: Master pre-authenticates the 

legal slave device and authenticates for further data 

transmission. Legal slave   transmits a malware file to the 

master, which after content verification by the master is 

identified and blocked. So only the valid file from legal 

slaves is accepted by master thus ensuring data 

verification authenticity. Figure-5 referred below 

illustrates the following scenario that takes place between 

master and legal slave device where the slave acts as an 

internal attacker and transmits a malware file, but fails to 

pre-authenticate as a legal slave device with Master. 

During the same process, the attacker node using the 

pattern, tries to retrieve the data from the encrypted data 

shown in Figure 5c and fails to retrieve the original 

content.  

 

 
 

Figure-5. Slave transmits a malware file to the master 

acting as an internal attacker. 

 

 
 

Figure-5(a). Sensor data sent. 

 

 
 

Figure-5(b). Encrypted data. 

 

 
 

Figure-5(c). Slave is not authenticated. 
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8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Our proposed method was architected 

considering the dynamic nature of network and their 

topologies with respect to application based architecture. 

Methods like Triple DES, AES, BLOWFISH, ECDH, 

IDEA, SAFER+ etc have shown considerable 

improvement in the security level but their performance in 

terms of Encryption frequency, Data throughput and 

Encryption time were not commendable against new 

challenges. Based on the analysis, the HPA-SA algorithm 

required minimum encryption time and maximum 

encryption frequency when compared to all the existing 

algorithms due to the enhanced pre-authentication 

mechanism implemented using Hadamard process and the 

pattern generated was used for generating the malware 

protection key that was used for data encryption and 

decryption that proved to be efficient compared to other 

existing algorithms. 

The number of hits required to attack various 

algorithms were compared and shown in Figure-6. The 

security level is much enhanced for the algorithm 

proposed since the number of hits is found to be maximum 

due to the introduction of the dynamically generated 

Hadamard Pattern. 

 

 
 

Figure-6. No. of Hit counts for HPA-SA Vs Other algorithms. 

 

Authentication Delay is a factor for 

differentiating the performance of the security protocols. 

Authentication Delay is calculated considering 

Propagation Delay and Process Delay. The Propagation 

delay is calculated on one-direction involving the Master 

and the slave Node. In a Piconet scenario the propagation 

delay is not a deviating factor as consider in other 

networks due to its limitation in geographical area of RF 

coverage (Usually within few 10 meters). Hence the factor 

of Process delay constitutes the main content in overall 

authentication delay. From the assumptions and simulation 

analysis HPA-SA method takes less computation time to 

construct the pattern and communicate with full 

authentication compared with conventional algorithm.  

Higher security level has always been an inverse 

factor to bandwidth and data throughput in wireless 

networks. When the security level increases, it consumes 

certain bandwidth by decreasing overall throughput due to 

frequent updates of control messages. HPA-SA method 

was architected in keeping view of this data throughput 

variations and has proven from the experimental analysis 

that it outperforms having low overhead than existing 

algorithms. 

Experimental analysis conducted for various 

applications like audio (*.WAV,.*.MP3), image 

(*.JPG,*.JPEG, *. .TIFF, *.DOC, *.TXT , *.PDF etc) and 

data  have shown that the encryption time taken for HPA-

SA  is lesser by 25% - 35% compared to existing 

algorithms. This shows our algorithm is better suitable for 

application centric future wireless network. Though our 

Encryption time is shorter, the security level is higher due 

to the usage of Hadamard pattern exchange instead of 

symmetric/asymmetric keys (bits/bytes). Our algorithm 

uses few bytes (1/2 bytes) for verifying the Hadamard 

pattern than compared to existing algorithms (4/16/32 

bytes). Hence our algorithm is a light-weight security 

protocol for fast authentication and encryption-decryption 

process. Encryption frequency was also proven to be better 

than existing algorithm, showcasing our faster encryption 

process. 

Various existing algorithms were analyzed and 

compared with the proposed algorithm based on the 

parameters such as Encryption frequency, Data throughput 
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and Encryption time - Security level and the results are 

shown in Figure-7 Based on the analysis, the HPA-SA 

algorithm required minimum encryption time and 

maximum encryption frequency when compared to all the 

existing algorithms due to the enhanced pre-authentication 

mechanism implemented using Hadamard process and the 

pattern generated was used for generating the malware 

protection key that was used for data encryption and 

decryption, that proved to be efficient compared to other 

existing algorithms.  

The Figure-7 illustrates the comparison between 

various algorithms against HPA-SA algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure-7. Encryption time, encryption frequency and data throughput vs various algorithms. 

 

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Currently wireless network challenges the 

existing security mechanism due to its dynamic nature 

with respect to topology and application centric 

architecture. In this paper, thorough analysis and research 

was done to bring out an efficient, unified and robust 

security mechanism to meet the current and future 

requirements. HPA-SA was formulated in keeping view of 

all these challenges and it has outperformed in terms of 

security level with existing algorithms like Triple DES, 

AES, ECDH and SAFER+. Significantly its performance 

is Noticeable in terms of execution time for authentication 

and encryption. The hit count on an average is improved 

by 58% when compared to the other existing algorithms. 

Data throughput was enhanced and the result proeved 60% 

higher data rate when compared to the other existing 

algorithms. This is due to the faster execution time and 

low control overhead provided by the low byte one way 

Hadamard pattern used in the algorithm. Upon analyzing 

with application scenarios, the encryption time taken for 

HPA-SA is lesser by 25% - 35% compared to existing 

algorithms. In this paper, HPA-SA an unified security 

protocol for device authentication proved to be robust and 

can be still enhanced in areas of IoT and in areas where 

security concerns are more.  
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